Mont Pelerin Society’s fascist international

The Conservative Revolution of the 1980s and 1990s is as murderous as the earlier, cruder Hitlerian form. But the jack-booted Nazis of the 1930s have been supplanted by a worldwide army of quack economists, libertarian ideologues and cost-cutting accountants who carry out an even more widespread genocide with their pencils and calculators than Hitler ever dreamed of. On every continent, the Conservative Revolution has created outposts where their credentialed mass-murderers crank out an annual quota of pamphlets, books, and journals, all advocating the same policies that spell death and suffering for the vast majority of humanity.

Shown here are some of the Mont Pelerin Society front groups established through the Atlas Economic Research Foundation of Sir Antony Fisher. This is by no means a comprehensive map of the think-tanks and research institutes spawned by the Mont Pelerin Society. The information is based on an Atlas Economic Research Foundation list published on Oct. 24, 1994.


2. Scotland: Adam Smith Institute in Edinburgh.

3. Washington area: Cato Institute, Competitive Enterprise Institute, Future of Freedom Foundation (Fairfax, Virginia), Locke Institute (Fairfax), Atlas Economic Research Foundation (Fairfax).


8. San Francisco: Bionomics Institute (San Rafael, Calif.), Pacific Research Institute.


17. Chile: Center for Public Studies; Liberty and Development Institute in Santiago.

18. Argentina: CEPPA, Carlos Pellegrini Founda-
tion; Concordance Foundation; Republic Foundation; Institute for Contemporary Studies; Institute of Studies of Social Theory and Applied Public Policies, all in Buenos Aires.


22. Brazil: Liberal Institute of Rio de Janeiro.


27. Belarus: IIEPS in Minsk.


29. Poland: Adam Smith Research Center in Warsaw.

30. Czech Republic: Civic Institute, Liberalni Institut in Prague.

31. Austria: Karl Menger Institute in Vienna.